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Which Trenches? Which Trenches? 
Governing or Advisor Boards
– ACUNU Millennium Project (MP)
– International Neural Network Society (Past President)
– IEEE Computational Intelligence Society (&Pioneer Award for the 

most widely used algorithm), Industrial Electronics Society, 
Energy Policy Committee, previously Systems, Man, Cybernetics

– International PostGenomics Society
– National Space Society

Front-line funding and management of projects
– Energy 79/89, built top econometric models, lead for long-term
– National Science Foundation

Core: Adaptive & Intelligent Systems; Quantum, Molecular and HP..
Fuel/Cell Electric Cars, wireless, cyber, electric power, collaboration for 
computational neuroscience, space solar power, quantitative systems 
biotechnology, emerging technology, education, MUSES…

– Patents, IntControl



Pervasive Themes:
We need to grow a 
healthier link between 
airy high level vision 
and muddy reality, 
supply and demand, 
serious global futures 
and solid foundations 
Don’t sell mud pies
Strategic thinking 
requires thinking

SiSi’’anan KaanKaan, Sacred Tree of Mayas, Sacred Tree of Mayas



Example 1: MP S&T Study asks world policy makers:
What could S&T do of greatest value to future of 

humanity?

#1 response: nonfossil nonfission world-scale 24-hour energy 
source (CO2, proliferation)
Follow-on: NASA-NSF initiative on energy from space, risky but
best hope. Breakthru designs badly need international follow-on

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Much of what I  will say is documented in my paper on the CD-ROM
(the main text) of the State of the Future 2004. The State of the Future, produced every year by the ACUNU Millennium Project, is one of the most widely used and authoritative reports on the future prospects of the human race. It is based on discussions between specialists in many fields, from at least half the nations on earth, connected by a global internet-based interaction system. �



Example 2: A Popular Vision of Future S&TExample 2: A Popular Vision of Future S&T

&: Converge in Foundations or Just Wires in Head?

Info/Cogno Tech

BioTech NanoTech

Convergence?

Foundation & Critical Enabler: Intelligence

Foundation:
What is Life?
Math of Self-Organization

Foundation:
Basic Laws of Physics
Quantum-Classical Equivalences



6 MegaChallenges for the 216 MegaChallenges for the 21stst CenturyCentury
• Key Challenges To Basic Scientific Understanding:

– What is Mind? (how to build/understand intelligence) 
• Basic Science of Mind: Up To the Highest Kind of General Intelligence We 

see in the Smallest Mouse
• Middle Sci. Mind: from Mouse to “Sapient,” the level of full use of symbolic 

reasoning integrated with meaning/empathy (human brain is “new”, still 
halfway there in its evolution)

• Higher Sci. of Mind: Principles of higher levels in intelligent systems 
design, like quantum, multimodular, soul

– How does the Universe work? (Quantum physics...)
– What is Life? (e.g., quantitative systems biotechnology)

• Key Broader Challenges to Humanity:
– Sustainable growth on earth. Sustainability means “change or die.”

• Global sustainable energy/environment & mid-term survival
• “yin sustainability,” e.g. population, related women’s issues, peace

– Cost-effective sustainable space settlement
– Human potential  -- growth/learning in brain, soul, integration (body)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In his conversation today, Steve Kercel told us how much bias there is in today’s still-behaviorist world against Freudian psychology. He ‘fessed up to being a “closet Freudian.” Well, folks, to be completely honest, I’m further out than that. As I just said, I would advocate the need for mathematical tools which try to translate Freud’s insights into mathematics. (More so than just what I just showed.) I would openly say that Freud’s notions of sanity are an important goal. But I am actually a kind of closet Jungian. And I try hard to be an effective intentional system myself – to be rational in the sense of Von Neumann’s utility theory, and to be as effective as possible in pursuit of explicit longer-term goals. This slide summarizes what they are, with an e mphasis on areas where this ocmmunity has a comparative advantage.
	The first three challenges are challenges to basic  understanding. All three require much more strategic thinking than we usually see today, in my view.
	The next three are basically issues of bottom-line life-or-death – do we survive in earth, do we survive in outer space or inner space? Dan has asked about the driving forces which might increase human cooperation. For rational people, faced with a common threat to everyone’s survival, facing up to those threats is one important basis for more cooperation.   And we really are threatened. Furthermore, there are many connections between these various goals.
	In trying to understand the mind, we need to distinguish at least three different goals. For now, the goal of building/understanding “mouse-level” intelligence in a truly mathematical, functional way is the major target of opportunity. Yet even though it is premature, in a way, to try to understand higher levels of intelligence – it is a matter of life and death that we do maintain some efforts in parallel, to do the best we can, drawing on the “mouse-focused” work which has a lot to tell  us and connecting those efforts to the life-or-death goals. We as humans are not truly sapient (or “symbolic” or “semiotic” or “sane”) systems; thus, a bit like moneys, we get caught in local minima, in ruts in our life style, in less-than-possible creativity. Like a dog who learns to walk on two feet, we can do better if we consciously train ourselves to emulate that  next level of intelligence. As Lorenz  once said, WE are the “missing link.” Sadly, we do  not have time to get into real substance of various views of higher levels today, but it may be important that we find some way to get around to it.�



Energy in 2025: ItEnergy in 2025: It’’s about People and s about People and 
about Survival, not about oil, + or about Survival, not about oil, + or --

I don’t care about 2025.
The whole world could die 

for all I care. 
I won’t be alive then.

Daddy, Please…!
I thought you….

Too bad, kid! He
doesn’t really see you. 
But he WILL feel the 

consequences 

Truly rational policy analysis never loses sight of the ultimate goal…



3 3 LinkedLinked Big Threats Already Cost us $ Big Threats Already Cost us $ 
---- We need you to help solve ALL 3!We need you to help solve ALL 3!

CAR FUEL SECURITY: Can US economy still work 
and feed us all if oil is cut off or unaffordable? Is 
there hope we can pay less for fuel?

DAYTIME ELECTRICITY: Will we have 
shutdowns if imports of natural gas to US or 
EU or Latin allies is cut off or unaffordable?

24-HOUR ELECTRICITY: Can we make large 
scale renewable electricity (solar) cheap 
enough, soon enough worldwide – before every 
terrorist cell in the world has material for many 
bombs & CO2 ⇒ far worse hurricanes & maybe 
more snowstorms in Europe, and hunger… ?



How Can We Zero Out AmericaHow Can We Zero Out America’’s s 
Need to Import Oil Need to Import Oil and Gasand Gas at the at the 

Soonest Possible Time?Soonest Possible Time?

Why we need faster action. It is literally a matter of life 
and death – your life and mine!
How we can do it in the real world of real technology
No one on earth is doing enough yet!

Dr. Paul J. Werbos, personal unofficial views.

1/26/06: Talk to 200 House of Representatives people, 
sponsored by office of Congressman Kingston, 
posted at www.werbos.com..

The same issues apply to all nations which depend 
on oil imports

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
	This is an expanded and updated version of a talk given on January 25, 2006 to House and Senate staff, arranged by the leadership in part to prepare discussion of the bill HR 4409 and in part to provide inputs for the following week. I regret that I did not make time for some of the most critical near-term points in these slides – because all of the details really matter – but we are working on it…
	As I put these slides together, it really came home to me how different my way of thinking about energy is from most people’s. It became different long ago, when I left the university world to work at the Energy Information Administration of DOE. My first job at EIA was to analyze all the models of the long-term energy future – and the assumptions about technology and economics and resources which go into them – and try to figure out what we really know about the long-term future from all of that. You may think of the DOE as a very large place, but really, there were very few of us assigned to put it all together and see what it adds up to in that way. There are lots of people assigned to fighting short-term fires, to worrying about near-term tax breaks and subsidies, or managing specialized areas. But by the time I left, there were really only two of us in the whole department truly assigned to the long-term big picture.
	I learned a lot of lessons in that job. The first was that no one starts out with an accurate understanding of how the energy system really works, if they haven’t worked through the numbers. The system is just too complex for that. It takes time to really learn it. The next lesson was that there is a huge amount of inertia in the energy system. There are lots of things people get very excited about in Washington – like Anwar, like bicycles, like wind power, like Kyoto – which really are important, and really are good things… but they really do hardly anything at all to change the basic, powerful trends that control the overall national numbers.
	As of now, these global trends look very scary. That’s why I’m grateful to have a chance to talk to you. What I really see is more like two very powerful trends about to come to a very nasty collision in about 20 years. It’s all about to hit the fan…
 	Why did DOE hire me for such a job back then? Because I had developed some very important new mathematical algorithms. New algorithms to tune the models to fit reality better – and tools to find the key points of sensitivity in any complex nonlinear dynamical  system – like the energy system. There are something like 20 key points of sensitivity in the energy system which allow you to have maximum impact for minimum cost. I really wish I could talk about all 20 today, because we will need to hit all 20 accurately in order to survive what we’re facing. Instead, I will talk about two or three of the most urgent points. I hope that some of you will be able to go to the IEEE USA URL here, to follow up on some of the others.
 
	
�



Why It Is Life or DeathWhy It Is Life or Death

1. Gas $ pre-Katrina already 
$200b/year> methanol 
alternative, >> electricity
2. Katrina exposed extreme 
vulnerability. What if it hits 
Houston next? 

Non-OPEC Reserves vs Time
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3. Peak Oil: Solid projections of 
60% world oil imports from 
Persian Gulf by 2025

4. Dependency ⇑ + MidEast
Conflict ⇑ + Nuclear Proliferation ⇑
⇒ Real threat humans go extinct

•Source: EIA/DOE •Source: Cavallo of DOE, DHS in BAS etc

Strong action could change trends now, but would still 
be barely on time to prevent 2025 disaster!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This slide summarizes why this is a life or death issue for all of us. I will discuss each of these points in more detail on the next three slides. My motive in coming here today is that I am truly worried about what could happen to every one of us on earth if we simply slide along as we have in the past, and let the tides of history carry us all away to oblivion.
Back in 1980, when people were first really worried about world oil supplies and prices, we were able to “buy time” by using two main tools to cope with the situation. First, we shifted a lot of oil use to natural gas, which was very plentiful at the time. Second, we developed powerful new tools to find oil, which helped us find new sources outside of OPEC. But now we have already used up about half of the 40 years that this bought us, and it won’t be so easy. We are down to oil use in cars and trucks, where changing fuels is possible but requires more effort. And now that we already know where the non-OPEC oil is, we can’t expect to find a lot more of it.  
Back in 2003 (and much earlier at DOE), I was urging people to take action now to prevent huge economic costs later when gasoline prices started to rise. But later is here already. A crude calculation says that we are ALREADY losing something like $200 billion per year because of our failure to act decisively on some of these options when they became available ‘way back in the 1980’s. We were already paying much higher gas prices before Katrina… and there is no end in sight yet to the steady steep rise, due to stubborn trends in demand and inescapable limits on the supply of conventional oil and gas.
The $3.50 gas price after Katrina (not yet fully in the data) is probably a short-term blip, but it is a valid warning of how vulnerable we are and where we are going. 
What really worries me is where we are going in the long-term as these trends are allowed to continue. I have seen some scenarios from Herman Kahn, from the (Persian) Gulf Institute for Security Studies, from IAGS, from government agencies and others which make me believe  it is not at all alarmist to be seriously worried about whether the human species might go extinct if we make the wrong decisions now. It’s nice to have faith in the future – but if we use hard logic, we need to understand that our future is in our own hands, enough that we really could lose it if we do not use all of our talents and learn to work more effectively together.�



What IS Methanol?What IS Methanol?
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Methane
Natural Gas
Scarce as Oil
Needs Special 
Tank Ethanol

e.g From Corn
Drinkable

Methanol
Good H Carrier
Can Be Bioliquid
Or From Coal, Gas
Doubles bio-output?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In order to avoid gross mistakes in formulating policy here, it is essential to know about all three of the fuels depicted here – methane, methanol and ethanol. It’s very important to keep them straight. All three have important roles to play.
	Methane is a gas, but methanol and ethanol are liquids. Therefore, methane needs special tanks to hold it – but usually we only see it coming it out of a pipe, like the pipe going to our stoves. It’s basically the same as natural gas, and we need to be careful in using it.
	Methanol and ethanol are two different types of alcohol. Ethanol is not enough to meet more than 10 percent or so of our needs, but 10 percent is still a lot, and ethanol can be very useful when linked to methanol as part of a strategy for energy independence. Like methanol, it deserves the right to more of a level-playing field in the market for automotive fuel. It is said that a third to a half of all car fuel in Brazil is coming from ethanol (as part of a fuel mix). But methanol, unlike ethanol, is an excellent and proven hydrogen carrier. Unlike ethanol, it could solve our chicken-and-egg problem with fuel cell cars. Ethanol alone is not enough.
    	More precisely – if we create a market for methanol, by deploying conventional cars which are flexible enough to use gasoline, ethanol OR methanol, then the free market will have an incentive to build up supplies of BOTH alcohols. And then, after methanol is widely available, it will be possible to mass-market methanol fuel cell cars, without doing undue violence to the market. Some people would say:”This shows that the fastest path between two points is not always a straight line, when you’re trying to get through high mountains.”
	Methanol can be made from MANY sources. The potential supply really might be large enough to meet all of our needs. Fortunately, the government does not have to decide WHICH of these many sources the market will choose, IF the market for methanol is created. The sustainable agricultural output of ethanol PLUS methanol or mixed alcohol is probably double ethanol alone, even with well-established types of technology; for example, consider “moonshine” or “wood alcohol,” for do a Google search on “forest industry” methanol. Greater flexibility allows us to use a greater variety of biological sources.
�



GEM Flexibly Fuel Vehicles (FFV)GEM Flexibly Fuel Vehicles (FFV) 
One Tank To Hold Them AllOne Tank To Hold Them All 

Full Retooling Doable in 2 yearsFull Retooling Doable in 2 years
G: Gasoline

E: Ethanol

M: Methanol

With an FFV, you choose each day which fuel to buy.
At $100-200/car, a more open competition, level playing field, 

better unleash the power of the free market. Ford sold
Ks of GEM at no extra cost in Cal in ’80s til gas went down.

>50% of new cars in Brazil GE flexible already. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The GEM flexibly fueled car is the key to the transition to sustainable car fuel, if we want to get to anything else but a pure electric car. (Even then, hybrid cars can be made flexible.)
	The key point is that GEM flexibility is HERE TODAY. It’s not mainly a subject for research. It’s ready for mass deployment. It is the one and only option we have at hand right now to break the chicken and egg cycle soon enough to deploy advanced independent cars before 2030 in large numbers. (Actually, it was ready in the 1980’s, when Ford supplied it in California.) Industry engineers tell me it would only take about 2 years to retool to 100% GEM flexibility, if the government agreed to avoid paperwork delays. 
	And – it’s not very expensive. If you compare the $100-200 per car to achieve “fuel insurance” for the life of a car, that’s a whole lot less than what we all pay every year for accident insurance. And maybe for most of us, the chances of a big accident in the next 20 years are less than the chances of some problems in the Middle East. Or, to put it another way, this flexibility would give the car buyer a chance to buy something else besides gasoline on days when the price of gasoline is too high. Many, many Brazilians have been grinning this year about how they didn’t have to buy gasoline when the price was rising so much all over the world.
	At $100/car, it would cost $4.7 billion per year for all the new cars on earth to have GEM flexibility – much less than last year’s energy bill! GEM flexibility isn’t much harder than GE flexibility (or different), and there is no excuse for delaying it. 
 	To really accelerate the development of methanol and ethanol fuels, without creating subsidies, we could simply REQUIRE that new gasoline-carrying cars should have GEM flexibility. Yes, this would be a legal intervention – but it would actually STRENGTHEN market forces because it would open the door to more competition. This is a case where more competition may be a life-or-death matter for national security, and we need it as fast as we can get it. GE flexible cars have been penetrating the markets without special laws in Brazil – but we need three-way flexibility, and we cannot afford to wait.�



GEM Flexibility Is WellGEM Flexibility Is Well-- 
EstablishedEstablished

ALCOHOL FUELS

"Detroit is ready now to -- make cars that would run on 
any combination of gasoline and alcohol -- either 
ethanol, made from corn or methanol, made from 
natural gas or coal or even wood. Cars produce less 
pollution on alcohol fuels, and they perform better, too. 
Let us turn away from our dependence on imported oil 
to domestic products -- corn, natural gas, and coal -- 
and look for energy not just from the Middle East but 
from the Middle West."

Source: George Bush 1988 Campaign Brochures  
www.4president.org

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This slide does not represent the official views of NSF any more than the next one does, but it certainly shows that we are not the only people who believe in fuel flexibility.
    The views of George Bush senior in 1988 were probably influenced a lot by analysis from Ford Motor Company, from the group run at the time by Roberta Nichols. See Roberta Nichols, The Methanol Story: A Sustainable Fuel for the Future, Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research, Vol. 26, Jan-Feb 2003, p.97-105. Nichols found solid solutions long, long ago to most of the popular bugaboos about using methanol in cars. �



Rough but Unbiased Guess at What USRough but Unbiased Guess at What US 
Pays Today For Fuel Rigidity in CarsPays Today For Fuel Rigidity in Cars

What would we save if used methanol in cars, if US 
wholesale price of $220/tonne? (Strong 2004 price).
216 b. gallons/yr of gasoline≡ 418 b. gal. methanol
EIA Primer on Gasoline Prices: $1.56 in ’03, 14% 
distribution, 15% refining&profits, 27% all tax
To $220/tonne, add same distribution cost cost per physical 
gallon, same profit and tax per Btu
At pre-Katrina $2.50/gallon-gasoline, using methanol would 
have cost $324b, versus $540b!
New methanol costs well under $220/tonne! (Google on 
“Canaccord methanol”). Electricity even cheaper per mile.
But: methanol is not the same as ethanol!!! 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Sources:
216 billion gallons comes from EIA/DOE data of 27004 trillion Btu of petroleum in transportation, converted at their Appendix A 5.253 million Btu per barrel of conventional gasoline, 42 barrels per gallon. This was not all cars, but cost per Btu in other motor vehicles would be similar, and most of them can also be made fuel-flexible.
$220 per metric tonne (1000 kilograms) from Marathon oil web page, which noted that $220 in 2004 was a very strong price, presumably related to immediate demand-supply balances. From Canaccord, one can find new remote gas projects paying back well at assumed wholesale price of $164/tonne. This is a short-term guesstimate; flexibility would raise methanol prices in the short term, and elicit many sources of supply, some short-term, some long-term, some cheaper than today’s costs (see IEEE-USA slides!)
The assumption of the same tax per Btu may or may not represent today’s laws on methanol fuel. However, it would be grossly irrational to maintain higher taxes per Btu on methanol, if that does exist anywhere, since methanol is less expensive to US national security per Btu than gasoline!
At this writing (February 22, 2006), industry people predict that the wholesale price of methanol will be declining for a while because of new rules regarding MBTE. Clearly consumers will gain if we move quickly to capture this supply opportunity.
�



How will How will youyou cut cut youryour gasoline gasoline 
use by 50% or more?use by 50% or more?

If output falls, free market 
raises prices enough to 
force you cut your use in 
half or more.
The only question: how? 
Lower income? Small car? 
Or market-friendly new 
technology?
Antimarket tricks like price 
caps, hi interest rates, 
pressures on Arab states 
only lead to worse 
outcomes (Nash)

Price
Of 
Gas

Gasoline supply

Demand
today

Demand
By 2020 or so

Long-term price elasticity of driving = -.2; price doubling
Of GASOLINE only gives 14% reduction

Quantity of Gasoline

Underlying Demand Doubles

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This picture gives a crude, intuitive picture of what I think we are really facing here.
The free market is a wonderful system to allocate resources – but it’s not black magic. It can’t produce infinite goods for free just out of a hat.
When supply is limited, but underlying demand is growing – those are the two trends that are coming into collision here. The way that the market handles that kind of collision is straightforward – it just raises prices. That is what we should expect, and we shouldn’t fight it. Antimarket tricks to try to force prices to be lower generally end up causing a lot more harm than good, as history has taught us.
But how high will prices have to go, to keep supply and demand in balance? They might have to go so high that most professional forecasters would be afraid to tell you how scary it is.
**IF WE CHANGE OUR CARS SOON ENOUGH**, we might be able to adapt to the higher prices without too much pain. But it takes 15 years for the car fleet to turn over. What if we have to adapt by cutting back on driving? Back when I built the transportation energy demand (TED) model for EIA/DOE, I was able to measure very accurately how much gas prices have to change to cut back driving. A DOUBLING of gas prices would only be enough to cut driving by about 15%, even in mid-term forecasts. That would not be enough to balance what’s coming down the pike in 20 years. �



General Strategy: COGeneral Strategy: CO2 2 As Example of As Example of 
Hard Work But No SolutionHard Work But No Solution

2004 2030 2100

Kyoto Approach:
Too little

The Middle Way:
6-fold goal 30 years

The Purist Way: 
True H2 , Too 
late

Carbon 
Dioxide 
Reduction

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The solution to energy dependency turns out to be almost the same as the solution to excess carbon dioxide emissions! I do not do research on the damage that CO2 could do to the environment. That’s a different part of NSF. But we have listened a bit to those other folks, and we do know a lot about what it would take to reduce those CO2 emissions a lot. This slide is taken from a presentation that a colleague made (with me as coauthor) before a United Nations conference on climate change. Nature 438, 655-657 (1 December 2005): Breyden’s data showing 30% reduction in the Northern Gulf stream in a decade, though preliminary, merit the utmost concern even before we know how much better (or worse) things really are. 
	Both for CO2 and for energy dependency, there are lots of laudable things that people can do here and now in the short-term to get useful results. These results are usually very large in dollar terms – but not so large as a share of the global energy system. These short-term things include things like the Kyoto Treaty, the drilling in Anwar, rooftop solar power, wind power, ethanol fuel for cars. I do not plan to pass judgment on all these things today – BUT I DO NOTE  THAT they are NOT ENOUGH  by themselves, even  taken together as a group. For example, the Kyoto Treaty plan, based on aggressive goals for such near-term technologies, simply doesn’t do enough to change some of the dire outcomes people are worried about  for the coming century. Even when such  near-term opportunities are accounted for, oil dependency is projected to grow dangerously by 2030. 
	On the other hand,  the purist  vision of a “hydrogen economy” – zeroing out all CO2 emissions, and using cars with special tanks to hold gaseous hydrogen – is too late. To achieve 50% energy independence in 20 years by the hydrogen (H) route, we’d need half the new cars sold in 5 years to be running around with cryogenic hydrogen tanks, unable to use gasoline. This is just plain science fiction.
	But – there is a Middle Way between these extremes, where we don’t zero out CO2, but we cut it deeply enough to prevent what the environmentalists fear. We have a real hope – not a guarantee – of very deep cuts in CO2 emissions and oil dependency, soon enough to matter.  My goal today is to explain what this Middle Way opportunity is. (This plan would also help wind, etc.)�



Can we Cut our Need to Use Oil and Can we Cut our Need to Use Oil and 
Gas by >50% in 20 years? How?Gas by >50% in 20 years? How?

How do we keep our cars running?
The big problem: the car fleet takes 15 years to 
turn over. Thus new cars must be >50% gasoline 
independent in 5 years to make it possible. 
Giving up would be crazy – but where is there 
hope? (But: fuel has more time to catch up.)
Where does the new fuel or electricity come 
from? Sources? Distribution?
– Rapid growth in imports of LNG

Serious hope of avoiding a crisis of dependency 
in time but no guarantee

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now back to the core question: what can we do to stop the trend of rising imports?
       Twenty  years ago, when I was at DOE, we had to explain that the world was not facing a crisis in ENERGY SUPPLY as such. We had plenty of domestic energy –  natural gas, coal and electricity. The challenge was how to address the first question: How do we keep our CARS running, when oil from the Middle East becomes too expensive or even cut off? How do we provide more security in case of a sudden cutoff? Is it possible to change half the new cars in the US in a mere 5 years?
	It turns out that it is possible – but only if we have tremendous will power and focus our minds to the utmost, to really solve this problem. What’s needed here is not a trillion dollars; it would certainly take some money, but not as much as what the last Energy Bill ended up costing. The critical resource here is brainpower, determination and honesty, not money.
	Today I will only have time to talk about oil – but I hope we will have a chance to talk about our sources of electricity as well, as soon as possible.  As of now, we are also dependent on imports of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) to make electricity. This dependency is small for now, but it could grow to be large over the next 20-30 years if we do not act  now to prevent that. Some of the best ways to reduce oil consumption would increase the use of natural gas, and make the problem worse. Unused supplies of conventional  natural gas are about the same as unused supplies of oil. We need a strategy for keeping BOTH fuels in balance. Furthermore, we  need  to work harder and smarter  to upgrade the distribution systems – like electric power grid – which are needed to CONNECT new sources of energy  to  new  users.
	If we do it all right – we have a serious chance, on the technical level, to reduce our dependency on the Middle East dramatically over the next 20-30 years while paying the world back for the entire cost of the effort and even clearing a profit in the end.  But it is only a hope, not a guarantee. If we were venture capitalists, we would say that the new energy technologies are highly risky. But in order to survive, some of us need to think about risk in a different way. From a national or global viewpoint – the most serious risk is what happens if we do nothing.  We need to work harder in order to REDUCE the huge risks that we are already facing. We need to ask our R&D review panels to focus discussion on this other kind of risk -- the risk of what we lose by inaction. �



The chicken and egg problem:The chicken and egg problem: 
which comes first? Hwhich comes first? H22 fuel , Hfuel , H22 car?car?

•Would you buy a car that only runs on H2 before your 
local gas station carries H2 ? Are PR stations enough?
•Would you invest $trillion in gas stations and 
pipelines before people have H2 cars?
• Technically: nonconvexity problem; also high costs

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
CHICKEN AND EGG.
      Many of you have already seen these words in papers on energy economics. For those who haven’t – look closely at this cartoon. It represents the number one problem we face in making a transition to a new fuel.  
	Do you remember the old question “which came first, the chicken or the egg?” Biologists now say that the egg came first, and creationists say that the chicken did, but that’s not the point here. Here we ask: if hydrogen gas is supposed to become a big fuel, stored in gas tanks of cars, who will shell the money out first? Will the car buyer buy a hydrogen car, before the local gas station carries hydrogen? Do YOU plan to do that, in your next car purchase? Is it good enough for YOU if one or two H2 gas stations have been set up for PR purposes somewhere downtown in your area? Or do you expect Exxon to embark upon a 20-year trillion dollar investment, in hopes of sales to start 20-some years in the future? People have tried to construct more plausible gradual strategies for introducing hydrogen – but it’s absolutely clear that they have to be VERY gradual, short of very draconian and implausible government action. (Some people call these strategies “the thousand-year egg.”)
	In fact, many of us doubt that it would work even in a hundred years. We already have an electric power infrastructure, which is mostly unused at night. Why spend so many billions in building hydrogen pipelines? Why accept the inefficiencies and high costs here? If there were no alternative, perhaps we would have to. But there are alternatives, as we will see.
	By the way, this “chicken-and-egg” issue is not just some aberration of irrational consumers. There are auto industry studies which quantify this effect. There is microeconomic theory which explains why it is very real and fundamental.
	So how can we get around this problem? The next slide will describe how.
 �



LongLong--Term Clean Alternatives to Term Clean Alternatives to 
Carrying HCarrying H22 in Your Car Tankin Your Car Tank

Hydrogen Carriers – proven tested fuels that easily 
release hydrogen for use on-board a car
– Methanol, our best hope for fuel cells in forseeable future
– Ammonia & other carbon-free fuels (but chicken&egg problem 

again)

Electric Cars – Cleanest, most efficient, but needs 
R&D; can’t yet beat C; new batteries in lab exciting, but 
not yet… PLUG-IN HYBRIDS COULD GET US 
THERE, but can the US get or make the batteries?
Thermal Batteries – Maybe a better option, becomes 
possible only after we develop advanced Stirling or 
Johnson heat-to-electricity technology!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There are three main clean and sustainable alternatives to carrying hydrogen in your tank, to power your car. All three are very serious, and all three merit more active attention and support. 
	In the first alternative, we STILL use a hydrogen-based fuel cell to power our cars, exactly as the hydrogen economy people say to do. We still try to capture the high efficiency of the fuel-cell car. But instead of carrying hydrogen gas itself in the gas tank, we carry a hydrogen CARRIER – a chemical fuel which contains a lot of hydrogen, and releases it efficiently on-board a car. There is a lot of research on possible hydrogen carriers, but there are only two which have been well-tested over decades: methanol and ammonia. Ammonia is carbon-free, and would allow us to zero out CO2 emissions, but it has the same chicken and egg problem that pure hydrogen does. (Some people want to use it for dedicated truck fleets, which is OK.) But methanol offers us an IMMEDIATE transition path, a way to beat the chicken-and-egg problems. It doesn’t zero out CO2, but methanol fuel cell cars should emit four times less CO2 per mile than today’s cars – and thus they are a major part of the Middle Way strategy. Our challenge is how to get these cars onto the free market as soon as possible, without excessive costs of government intervention.
	Electric cars are supposedly well-known – but few people seem to appreciate just how promising they are. Around 1980, many people were turned off by the boxy little cars sold by enthusiastic and naïve new companies – but the electric car later introduced by GM had a longer range, good performance and generated consumer enthusiasm. It cost too much for GM to produce it back then  – but the push to hybrid cars has cut most of the costs. Hybrid car engineers do know how to add a “plug” so that owners can recharge the batteries at night, instead of using the onboard gasoline engine. This would allow them to get to work or to stores, based on electricity, even in the event of a sudden cutoff of gasoline. The benefit to national security would be huge, and it would be a step towards an electric future.
	Thermal batteries are another possibility. If fuel-flexible advanced Stirling cars should make it big in the market – with efficiency something like 50 percent instead of 60 percent for a good fuel cell system – then we will have the infrastructure to let us start thinking about a totally different way to carry energy in our cars, cheaper and with longer range than batteries allow, with zero CO2. R&D now could allow this by 2030.�



What is the What is the FastestFastest and and CheapestCheapest Way Up Way Up 
Mount Fuel Cell?Mount Fuel Cell?

Millions of
Fuel Cell Cars

Straight Up the
Hydrogen Cliff?

FFV
Mandate Millions

of GEM 
FFV Cars

Methanol 
Fuel>10%

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The previous slide discussed three possibilities for the long-term energy-independent car of the future. This slide addresses the more immediate question, for the case of hydrogen fuel-cell cars carrying methanol in the gas tank:
How can we actually get there, as soon as possible?
The shortest, fastest path between two points is not always a straight line, when you are trying to get through mountains. 
Actually, I was in the room in the Reagan White House (OEB) when Al Sobey of General Motors made the decision to try to skip federal funding, and to go back to GM and get them to support the first really serious program in PEM hydrogen fuel cell cars. The idea  back then at GM and at Los Alamos was never to sell cars running around with huge hydrogen canisters in them; they knew the problems. The hydrogen-gas-tank stuff came later, when politically minded people tried to think of ways to package and simplify and sell the fuel cell story. The problem is that simplified versions sometimes just don’t work. 
In order to get to millions of fuel cell cars on the road, the fastest possible route is to first make sure that the necessary fuel is available in at least 10-20% of the gas stations, in a big part of the US. Otherwise, hardly anyone will buy the cars. In the case of methanol, we have a realistic way to get to that point: if we first  arrange for millions of fuel-flexible cars to come on the road, able to use gasoline or methanol, industry will have a powerful market incentive to make the cheaper fuel widely available. (Some companies will take their time about jumping into this new market, while others will fight to be first and take market share away from the slow ones.) But the sad fact is that GEM flexible cars will not come onto the market for a very long time, if we wait for methanol to be become available first; we will be wasting time until and unless a law is passed requiring three-way fuel flexibility in all new cars able to use gasoline; fortunately, that turns out to be far easier and less expensive, for example, than last year’s Energy Bill.�



AREAS FOR NEEDED 
LEGAL REFORMS

Ethanol+Methanol Fuel flexibility (up to M85) should be MANDATORY
in new gasoline-using cars from 2006/7/8. Hybrids or advanced Stirling 
can also use GEM fuel tanks easily.
Plug-in with >30km range should be mandatory in new hybrids, and 
incentivized for national security reasons
Incentives and research opportunities  for bio-methanol should be the 
same as for bioethanol, biohydrogen or better
Zoning rules discouraging Distributed Generation should be modified to 
simplify renewable or alcohol fuel use
Grid regulation needs to be made to fit "intelligence“
Leak proof tanks in gas stations for ALL fuels. Tanks/pumps selling 
nonbiological M85 should be able to supply pure enough methanol for 
fuel cell cars.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The recommendations on this slide are CERTAINLY personal views, and not the official views of NSF or any of its components!
	But we already discussed the first and most important recommendation with the previous two slides.
	The second recommendation reflects some new information and an exciting new opportunity. It is more expensive that the first recommendation, so I can imagine tricky political analysis about how and where to phase it in. But in the end, we need all the flexibility we can get, for the sake of national security and to cushion the effect of future world oil problems. Sooner would be safer than later.     
	The third recommendation is a matter of simple logic. There are benefits to national security in having a domestic source of fuel. Those benefits apply to ALL biofuels. Domestic agriculture should not be biased in favor of ethanol over methanol; they should be given equal incentives, and choose based on costs and other market conditions. If anything, the incentive should be greater with methanol, because of how it may pave the way to future sales of more efficient fuel cell vehicles.
	The remaining recommendations relate to some of the technical issues we need to remember. We need to encourage the new methanol suppliers to implement their sales in a way that is acceptable environmentally, and does not cause unnecessary difficulties when cars that use nearly pure methanol start to appear. And we should remember that advanced fuel cells and advanced Stirling will be deployed faster if we also open up the market for distributed electric power generation more quickly. 
�



3 Paths to Energy Independent Cars3 Paths to Energy Independent Cars

Hydrogen 
Fuel Cell Cars 
with Methanol 

in the Gas Tank

Flexible-Fuel 
Vehicles (FFV) 

able to use methanol

FFV law: open standards for fuel

Next-Gen Stirling 
Engine or 

JTEC/hybrid
Car

Stirling or Johnson 
Cars with “Heat 

Batteries”
to carry energy

True
Electric

Cars

Plug-In Hybrids:
Hybrid+10kwh battery,
Goes 30 km on battery

More SOA
HybridsMore, Better

Production of
Batteries, SiC etc.

Areas of US advantage, unused.. Asia leads, rapid growth, US
needs to catch up to survive

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This slide summarizes the big picture we face in trying to get to energy independent cars. 
There are three possible sustainable endpoints or utopias at the top of this slide. No one really knows which of the three will turn out to be the best, in the future – and it may well turn out that all three have an important place in the sustainable world of the future. After all, even the world today has real use for a variety of products.
But in all three cases – we can never get there unless we do something near-term first, to make them possible. In all three cases, it’s like fuel cells – we need to accomplish something else first, before the long-term thing is possible. In all three cases, we are not likely to reach perfect sustainability in a mere 20 years – but the near-term big options could allow us to cut our dependency on gasoline by a very substantial amount, enough to keep us alive long enough to reach the long-term future. 
The most important need for government action is to pass an “open standards” bill for fuel flexibility. Some people in Washington cringe intensely when we talk about passing a bill that mandates GEM (gasoline/ethanol/methanol) flexibility – but think twice. The idea here is exactly like the “open standards” laws we have in the electronics industry. Think of high-definition television (HDTV) for example. Yes, it costs a little for people to comply with the standards – but then they open the door to much more intense competition and innovation. The benefits of greater competition far outweigh the relatively small costs. From what I see down at the engineering level, I would guess that open standards for fuel competition would end up costing much less than the HDTV standards do – and the benefits will be far larger to the economy and to national survival.  
Hybrid cars can also have GEM flexibility. If all our cars were GEM-flexible plug-in hybrids, our needs for liquid fuel would be cut by a factor of four – and there is a serious hope that we could learn to supply all that from biological sources!�



PlugPlug--in Hybrids: A Largein Hybrids: A Large--Scale Scale 
Opportunity Here and NowOpportunity Here and Now

FFV hybrids cut liquid fuel 
use 50% already. Plug-ins 
cut 50% of that.
– “Researchers have shown that 

(batteries) offering.. electric range 
of 32 km will yield… 50% 
reduction..” (IEEE Spectrum, 
July/05). Shown in working Prius.

Battery breakthroughs in China: from 10/07, 10kwh 
batteries (larger than) cost $2,000. www.thunder-sky.com. 
Thus an extra $2,000 per car can cut gas dependence in half.
Gives economic security in case of sudden gasoline cutoff.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This slide is also self-explanatory (I hope).
This is a real picture of a real working plug-in hybrid Prius, published in IEEE Spectrum – the flagship magazine of IEEE, the world’s largest engineering society. (Over 300,000 members.) Much of what I have learned about these technologies comes from meetings of IEEE technical societies; I serve on the governing boards (“AdComs”) of two of them, and have worked a lot with others. This is real stuff, not advocacy politics.
Plug-ins are real today – but not cheap today, and not yet mass-produced (though I hope we may be close). The biggest technical problem is the cost of the batteries. In fact, Toyota now says that supplies of state-of-the-art batteries are the main factor limiting their sales of hybrid cars (which have been doubling every year for some time, with lots of people in line to try to buy them). The US auto industry almost gave up on developing breakthrough batteries decades ago – but the electronics industry did not give up. Major breakthroughs have been made, mainly by people building laptops and cell phones – but the technology carries over.
However – the core electronics manufacturing centers in the world are no longer in the US, even for US-designed and US-owned products. Most of the engineers are not US born even here. A recent pie chart of lithium battery production shows 46% in Japan and 46% in China and Korea. Batteries are available in China today far beyond what the US makers of plug-ins seem to have access to. They are still not cheap – but with more competition, and a solid need for the product, it is a very important option to push as hard as we can. �

http://www.thunder-sky.com/


How To Zero Out Gasoline:How To Zero Out Gasoline: 
Best NearBest Near--Term Hope for 100% Renewable Term Hope for 100% Renewable 
ZeroZero--NetNet--CO2 cars & Zero Energy ImportsCO2 cars & Zero Energy Imports

Best Advanced
Hybrids Cut
Gas per Mile
By 50%

With GEM fuel-flexible cars, 
biofuels might supply ¼
of present liquid fuel
demand trends

Plug-in Hybrids
with 10kwh batteries
get half their energy 
from electricity

Superflex: GEM fuel-flexible hybrid cars offer a 
100% solution based on near-term technology!



Founder and President, Johnson R&D
NASA (Voyager, Mars Observer, 
CRAF, Cassini, Galileo) 
Holds over 90 patents
B.S. in Mechanical Eng., Tuskegee U. 
M.S. in Nuclear Engineering, 
Tuskegee University
Ph.D. (Honorary) in Science, 
Tuskegee University
Projects relying on Tuskegee labs and 
students

If we support unique key creative If we support unique key creative 
geniuses, we have chance of much geniuses, we have chance of much 

better. For example, Lonnie G. Johnsonbetter. For example, Lonnie G. Johnson

“One of the Top Inventors in 
the World” …Time Magazine

Exciting credible new ideas (risky but near term) for US to leapfrog the world both
in batteries and in more efficient heat-to-electricity for flexible cars !!!!!!!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
But – the best near-term option is not nearly as good as what we could possibly get to, fairly quickly, if we also invest in moderately risky very-high-potential new technologies. Among the most exciting possibilities are those which have been opened up by one of our unique creative geniuses, Lonnie Johnson. 
	I will talk about the specifics of some of his inventions and ideas in the next slides. But first, I need to stress an extremely important point. Many critics have argued that the United States often places so much emphasis on new ideas that we forget the importance of individual people. I have seen major errors made like that in all government agencies and in venture capital as well. Again and again, I have seen financial people try to take away key ideas – not just the profits but the direction, the control and even the personal schedules and freedom – away from the creative people who initiate new ideas. They try to maintain a policy that humans are replaceable, interchangeable cogs in the machine – so that they can turn key tasks over to reliable apparatchiks or nephews or whatever. In my experience, efforts like that almost always fail, or fail to produce more than a tiny fraction of what a new technology actually permits. Creativity here – from the device level to the global systems level – requires a kind of unique blend of creativity and understanding and sanity which cannot be mass-produced in a sustainable human society.
Johnson has reported experiences like that with battery manufacturers, and so have almost all the other true creative inventors I know. For success in these areas, it is necessary to reinvent the once well-established idea of paying proper respect to such inventors, regardless of whether they come from the halls of elite families or universities. It is necessary to understand the technology and the fundamental principles enough to be able to identify such people, and know how to distinguish them from the many salesmen with big promises but old and tired approaches. In the end, it is essential that someone learn how to channel the right level of investment to these kinds of technologies, to the inventor’s own operation, for the key low cost tasks which resolve the main risks as soon as possible.    
�



EFFICIENCY OF FUEL CELL/ENGINE SYSTEMS
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If JTEC works, we don’t need fuel cells for cars & can use any fuel!!!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This chart shows a plot of ideal Carnot efficiency versus heat source temperature.  Also shown is a curve that represents an engine operating at 85% of Carnot.  The 85% of Carnot curve represents a reasonable performance projection considering the potential impact of the identified potential sources of efficiency loss.  The sink temperature in this example is fixed at 60 C.  Additionally, the graph shows standalone JTECs operating at 85% of the Carnot efficiency on a direct heat source such as solar or fuel combustion at 500 C and at 1200oC. The analysis suggests that such an efficiency is possible if the engine is operated at about half of its maximum power output capability.  Unlike more conventional heat engines, the JTEC actually increases in efficiency with decreasing load.  The chart also shows the operating efficiency of a Polymer Electrolyte Fuel cell (PEFC), a Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC), an Internal Combustion Engine (IC Engine), a Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) and a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC).  The chart position for each traditional fuel cell system (PEFC, PAFC, IC Engine, MCFC, and SOFC) indicates the temperature at which it operates or rejects waste heat during its operation.  The efficiency levels and waste heat temperatures are based on data from the Fuel Cell Hand Book. 
The potential exists to burn fuel and supply heat to the JTEC and exceed the conversion efficiency of fuel cells under certain operating conditions.  The levels indicated by the superposition of the JTEC system on top of PAFC, MCFC, and SOFC systems show efficiencies that would result from combined cycles.  In these cases the JTEC system operates on waste heat rejected by the indicated fuel cell system. ��
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Not a heat-to-electricity chip! Not a heat engine to make heat to go to a generator!
A fundamentally new way to go from heat to electricity, grounded in basic science!
But it all depends on new membranes. Who could provide such membranes?...

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The JTEC in an all solid state (no mechanical moving parts) heat engine that offers Carnot equivalent efficiency.  It includes an MEA stack coupled to a high temperature heat source, QH, a second MEA coupled to a low temperature heat sink, QL, and a recuperative heat exchanger connecting the two MEAs.  The Ericsson cycle temperature entropy diagram represents operation of the ideal JTEC heat engine.  The Ericsson cycle is Carnot equivalent.  The thermodynamic states 1 through 4 are identical at the respective points labeled in both diagrams.  Beginning at low temperature and low pressure state 1, electrical energy Win is supplied to the low temperature MEA to pump hydrogen from state 1 to low temperature and high pressure state 2.  The temperature of the hydrogen is maintained nearly constant by removing heat QL from the MEA during the compression process.  From state 2, the hydrogen passes through the recuperative heat exchanger and is heated under approximately constant pressure to high temperature state 3.  The heat needed to elevate the temperature of the hydrogen from state 2 to 3 is transferred from hydrogen flowing in the opposite direction in the heat exchanger.  Electrical power is then generated as hydrogen expands across the high temperature MEA from high pressure, high temperature state 3 to high temperature and low pressure state 4.  Heat QH is supplied to the MEA and its gas content to maintain a near constant temperature as the hydrogen expands from state 3 to state 4.  From state 4 to state 1, hydrogen flows through the recuperative heat exchanger wherein its temperature is lowered by heat transfer to the working fluid passing from state 2 to 3.  The hydrogen pumped by the low temperature MEA from state 1 to state 2 maintains low-pressure state 4. �



Here’s who: the laboratory of Prof Aglan
at Tuskegee University!

Excellent preliminary results from NSF SGER
funding but more needed to bring to fruition.
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••Batteries Too: Three New Concepts toBatteries Too: Three New Concepts to 
Use Those Membranes to Outperform Use Those Membranes to Outperform 
TodayToday’’s Best Batteries for Plugs Best Batteries for Plug--in Hybrids in Hybrids 
(Maybe Even Affordable True Electrics!)(Maybe Even Affordable True Electrics!)

Johnson now makes/sells a rechargeable battery with high energy density, but
needs support to scale up manufacturing to reduce unit cost – one of his three 
concepts

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Even at less than half of its theoretical energy storage capabilities per unit mass (Wh/kg), lithium air batteries would still be about ten times better than conventional lithium ion batteries, and even better than certain types of fuel cells.  �



But where do we get the electricityBut where do we get the electricity 
(or heat) for these new cars, as(or heat) for these new cars, as 

oil & gas become too expensive?oil & gas become too expensive?
Nuclear

Space 
Solar

Earth 
Solar

Coal &
Biofuel

Electricity

Methanol
(CH4OH)
OR “FT
Liquids”

Motor
Vehicles

Industry

Buildings
Methane

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now let’s shift attention to where the fuel for our cars – methanol or electricity – could actually come from. Import dependence and sustainability are a major challenge here as well.
	Notice that we will be using natural gas or even synthetic natural gas in private homes for a long time to come. We are not proposing that anyone try to stop that. If we can find cleaner and cheaper ways to generate electricity, using less natural gas, we will be able to supply our homes from domestic natural gas for a long time to come. But if natural gas becomes too expensive, the free market should bring more electricity to the home without much government intervention.�



Sources: Where Does the Electricity or Sources: Where Does the Electricity or 
Methanol Come From If Not Oil/Gas?Methanol Come From If Not Oil/Gas?
Two scenarios: Base-Case-Present-Trends Versus 
Real-Hope-If-We-Act-More
Base Case:
– Iran, China, eventually everyone builds fission as fast as 

they can. Bin Laden Construction Co. and its less savory 
competitors grow very rich, very fast. 4-8¢/kwh

– Little guys (wind, rooftop solar, Anwar, ethanol) make 
big $ but don’t plug half the supply-demand gap

– Supply-demand gap still widens. Old coal fills the gap, 
filling half the world with barely survivable air (worse 
than China’s cities today). Not so much methanol.

– “Santa Claus drowns” Arctic Ice Cap Double or Nothing

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There is no real guarantee that we will be able to supply all the electricity we need, all over the world, in the next 20-30 years, in a safe and clean way. New technology offers us a hope, not a guarantee. Meat axe strategies like massive carbon taxes are probably not a very efficient way to maximize what hopes we have. (In fact, I specified the first big carbon tax scenario that EIA/DOE ran years ago – and the results were not very encouraging for that kind of approach.)
	I can see two really plausible scenarios for how this might go in the future. The “base case” scenario – the scenario for what will happen if we do not really wake ourselves up and break out of existing trends – is not very encouraging. First, a combination of economic foresight and worries about the environment may encourage more and more nations to follow the lead of France, Iran and China, in going nuclear as fast as they can. But a DOE workshop on CO2 reduction in 2003 (Aspen Colorado) reported numbers like 8¢/kwh for nuclear technology under strict safety rules in the U.S., able to compete with old coal at about 4¢/kwh only if safety rules go away. In many nations the safety rules MAY go away, under economic pressure, if we don’t find alternatives. Not only environmental but national security issues could become many times larger than what we are worried about today. Even so, the rate at which nuclear plants can be expanded is very limited, because nuclear engineers, technology and equipment are limited. Under economic pressure, the old and dirtiest coal is poised to make a global comeback, unless we create alternatives before that pressure starts to bite. 
	We are not experts on the impacts of CO2. But in this scenario, with or without Kyoto treaties, we note that the Arctic Ice Cap is said to have shrunk in half in the past forty years. In another 40 years, if CO2 emissions increase their rate of growth, we would tend to expect serious possible consequences – not as serious as what new wars might generate, but serious enough. �



Real Hope If We Work/Think HardReal Hope If We Work/Think Hard
THREE TEAM A TECHNOLOGIES
– We know that all  three CAN WORK and CAN provide all the 

world’s energy needs cleanly
– “IGCC” (Cool Water/Texaco/Eastmann/GE) Clean Coal 

Technology, Good for carbon sequestration, efficiency, wants to 
produce electricity and methanol together. But: how fast can we 
ramp it up? Technology to dispose of CO2 not yet good enough.

– “solar farms” on earth with mirror or lenses: but 
breakthru needed on cost…

– 24-hour energy from space – new designs from NASA-NSF- 
EPRI offer a path to beating coal  nuclear on cost with great hope 
of success…

Need better (agile, international?) funding vehicle for high risk 
breakthrough TEAM B hopes, in diverse new areas as they arise…

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
On the other hand, we have three TEAM A alternative technologies which really should be able to save us from the “base case” scenario, if we all work and think really hard. All three are proven to have a large enough potential output that they could meet ALL the world’s energy needs many times over. As of now, we do know that any one of the three could be made to work and be scaled up enough. The challenges before us involve cost reduction and overcoming the obstacles to market deployment.
	The most standard of the three is the more advanced type of Clean Coal technology. GE recently bought the main rights for this technology from Texaco, in hopes of selling it to the market in Wisconsin. But they couldn’t quite beat the competition yet, for some reason or another. Developers of the technology tell me that it COULD compete in the free market even now, **IF** they used it to produce electricity and methanol together, and if a market could be created allowing them to sell that methanol at price equivalence with gasoline. The FFV law we have proposed would meet that requirement. If they are right, that by itself would be enough to get it to the market. Many believe that carbon sequestration is easier for this technology than for other fossil fuel technologies, but an industry expert tells me that it would be more plausible to try to combine a solar thermal energy source to a system to make methanol from the carbon atoms instead of sequestering them. In reality, of course, there are always risks in rapidly scaling up a complex technology, even a well-studied technology like this. The FFV law is an excellent start – but we need to keep our eyes on this.
	At this writing in early 2006, earth-based solar, which SOUNDS like the most natural way to reduce CO2, seems to offer the greatest near-term hope of rapid market-based scale-up – BUT ONLY IF we find a way to get new investments into key technologies allowing reduced costs which are currently being underutilized; see the next slide. Space solar power is an area where the famous best designs from a couple of decades ago simply would not work at all, and I was part of the DOE team which was more pessimistic than NASA regarding their old reference design. But new interagency efforts have yielded new designs, and it now looks as if it could compete with coal – IF we work at it. We also should be investing more in truly breakthrough radical large-potential “TEAM B” hopes.
 �



Earth Solar: New Opportunity for Earth Solar: New Opportunity for 
Cheap Renewable Daytime ElectricityCheap Renewable Daytime Electricity
DOE 10-year targets: 14¢/kwh PV, intermittent power, can’t compete 
with coal 4¢ baseload. Cost of “balance of system” is stubborn with 
solar farms -- & worse for lo efficiency (now 3%) “nano-based” PVs
this decade. World Bank (GEF): solar thermal “Luz” still 12¢/kwh.
Recent breakthru: Business Week (9/12/5) reports SES unsubsidized 
sale of 500 megawatt Stirling/dish farm to SCE, “well under” today’s 
11¢/kwh – probably near Sandia’s 6¢/kwh estimate. Mojave enough 
for all US.
Inventor of that engine plus former GM DD for Advanced 
Products have credible plan to cut that cost in half – as yet 
unfunded. High-efficiency heat to torque or kwh also useful 
in space nucs, cars, etc. Scales to 50kwh: could provide 
cheap secure electricity to sunny DOD bases! Reduce EU 
dependence on Russia, Chile’s on Bolivia? 
New project: Chile, inventor, GE, Ga Tech for hookup…

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There has been radically good news for earth-based solar power just this year. But it’s important to note that really serious earth-based solar is a natural ally of space solar power, not a competitor.
	Most earth-based renewable energy sources are either very speculative - much higher-risk than SSP – or limited to giving  something like 10-20 percent of our future electricity needs. They are nice, but don’t solve the problem.
	The big well-known government solar energy programs seem to me to be mainly designed to win votes or entertain their developers. Even the long-term realistic cost goals published in places like whitehouse.gov  or Word Bank web pages are ‘way higher than the cost of nuclear or coal. But – Sandia Labs have quietly funded a more aggressive approach, and it has gotten real fruit just this year.
You can see the numbers and sources on this slide.
	What’s most exciting is that we have a very clear, very straightforward near-term path to doing even better than what SES is now doing. If anyone can stand a 50 percent risk for a $2-3 million dollar investment – you could get a lot of the rights to a new Stirling technology that could cut these costs in half, create a larger near-term market worth many billions of dollars, and save a lot of natural gas now used for daytime electricity. The same heat-to-electricity technology could also reduce costs of small power sources using nuclear heat, like what is now proposed to start up future moon bases. 
When I talk about 50 percent risk – it’s not that there are any specific worries. The plan is detailed and credible – but we always need to make some allowance for Murphy’s Law for such a fundamental advance.
Notice a key strategic aspect of the plan. After 3 years and $3 million, Johansson credibly claims he and Sobey could have a tested, prototyped “blueprint” which could be inserted like DNA into existing underutilized automotive factories, to quickly mass-produce the engines and solar panels, after just a year of retooling. Thus the new technology could be scaled up in just a few years (maybe a decade) to meet the entire world’s demand for daytime electricity, at profit! This would also be a boon to anyone who owns such automotive factories… like Korea… and to the workers at those factories. 
	An investment is now under discussion in Chile, which badly needs the electricity, but an industrial partner is needed, preferably one with manufacturing capability… �



But if/when JTEC Works,But if/when JTEC Works, 
We Can Do Even Better!We Can Do Even Better!

Plug in JETC instead of Stirling 
to get more electricity from the 
same heat with the same type of 
new reflector! More electricity 
at same system cost would 
imply even less than 4¢/kwh!

The same NSF-funded work 
from Georgia Tech could cut 
the cost of the grid hookup, if 
fully developed/funded/etc. !

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Details on these technologies are posted at www.werbos.com/energy.htm...�



NSF-NASA Workshop on Learning/Robotics
For Cheaper (Competitive) Solar Power

See NSF 02-098 at www.nsf.gov &URLs
Joint funding led by Werbos/NSF & Mankins/NASA

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In 2002, NASA, NSF and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)  joined together to support a new research thrust related to Space Solar Power (SSP).For more information, see the NSF web page and the URLs which appear in publication NSF 02-098.
	At the time, I saw this as a very high-risk long-term option – but we need to explore many options.  This research thrust was an outcome of a joint workshop between NSF and NASA, aimed at evaluating whether computational intelligence could be useful in reducing the likely costs of building such large systems. 
	The world possesses enough unused desert land that earth-based solar farms OR SSP could meet all the world’s energy needs many times over, if costs could be made competitive. The price and supply of desert land is large enough that it is not a significant factor in cost per kwh. Unlike earth-based solar farms, SSP power receivers can be co-located with agriculture; in a survey by Patrick Collins of Japan, it was found that many developing nations have sites full of plant growth where they would be very happy to have access to this new source of electricity. �



Some OutcomesSome Outcomes
98 proposals, $21 million recommended after tough merit 
review, $3 million funded
Previous NASA SERT program:  first well-validated designs 
but 17¢/kwh even assuming $200/lb earth-to-LEO (Low Earth 
Orbit)
Now 4 designs may achieve cost breakthrus, merit follow-up. 
One – hybrid light-to-light laser with D-D inertial fusion and 
microwave beaming might get well under 1¢/kwh for kwh at 
central point in space.
Little of Texas A&M claims he can demo ability to avoid 
communications interference. Current designs cost about 
4¢/kwh just to get power from space to earth grids, but many 
believe this could be cut a lot with new R&D. 
“Near-term vehicle” design 1st wi real hope <$200/lb



Four ~New LoFour ~New Lo--Cost SSP DesignsCost SSP Designs

Mankins’ new version of solar cells to electricity to 
microwave
Fork/Werbos (TIM 2002) “spinal cord” laser, light 
lenses/mirrors to light-to-light laser to earth
Werbos solar/fusion hybrid lenses, laser, D-D pellets
Nonterrestrial materials (NTM) 
– Idea not new; Gerard O’Neill & Criswell still vital
– Engineering needs major fleshing out, testing, multiple 

iterations etc. Lower TRL than the others, but high potential 
and relevance to President’s Program

All designs require a flexible “decision theory” vision
– Need honesty and toughness about uncertainty to make it real

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There are four “new” design concepts for versions of SSP which really could hope to compete with coal and nuclear on price (especially if we insist that coal should be truly clean and nuclear should be as safe as current US standards). Strictly speaking, three design concepts are new, but the fourth concept is a general approach which has great promise in leading to useful concrete design concepts in the future.
         �



Key Needs for Energy From SpaceKey Needs for Energy From Space
New Big Laser (2/4 cheap ways)
– Heat dissipation (Johnson heat pipe idea) is one of 

the crucial design/cost drivers!!
– Earth based research here is the most critical element to 

find out and minimize ultimate cost of electricity
Affordable launch (follow-on to ECS-funded plasma 
hypersonics – requires US proprietary technology, 
$10-15 billion)
Improved Robotics – REQUIRES MORE USE OF 
COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE!!! 
(NSF/DARPA??)
Cheaper power beaming – PES/MTT partnership

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
When we started the initiative, NASA had already had some major new accomplishments related to space solar power (SSP).  They had tested and ruled out earlier theoretical design concepts. They had developed and validated some new systems concepts which really would work – but would not be cost-competitive.  In my view, the greatest accomplishment of our new solicitation (with projects just now winding down) was the development of four systems concepts which show real promise of becoming cost-competitive, IF WE FOLLOW UP. (We are not yet really doing so!). In my view, the development of large-scale new “exports”  from space to earth will be essential to achieving  real economic sustainability in space; this is one of our few serious hopes for doing so.
	My favorite systems concept for SSP right now happens to be one I devised myself (see the paper in State of the Future) – not because it was my idea, but because it has the greatest hope of lowest costs. The idea is to use light-to-light lasers floating in space (fed by lightweight mirrors or lenses) to generate intense bursts of light, which are then used to ignite deuterium-deuterium fusion in pellets designed by John Perkins of Lawrence Livermore. No steam engines or chemical reaction chambers needed; ninety percent of the energy comes out as electric currents directly, to beam to earth by microwave. I am not aware of any basic technical  reason why we could not have this working in 10 years – but there are important things which need testing, and huge political  barriers.
	This slide lists what I view as the key sub-challenges we would need  to confront to make this real. There are clear opportunities to move  forward in all five areas – but we are basically on square one, and need to move ahead in all five. For example, the Jet Propulsion Lab has looked at the laser specs, and has confidence they know exactly how to develop the laser – but they have a lot of work ahead of them, and the odds of success would be greater if we had a parallel wide-open research solicitation (like the NASA-NSF-EPRI solicitation but larger), to let creative university folks keep up and try out creative “team B” options, WORLDWIDE.   International would be best. Similar balances are required for all these items. �



Plasma Plasma HypersonicsHypersonics: ANSER/Chase NSF$: ANSER/Chase NSF$

REDUCED DRAG: AAC 1st; Ganguly (APS00)shows it
should work >Mach 4, 100K feet; allows Boeing RAS/V

Ebeam
or .... MHD Energy

Extraction

MHD
Acceleration

Best plasma theory predicts new Princeton design
will allow ramjets to reach Mach 12, scram much more...
Ames and Chase (ANSER) whole-system SSTO designs.. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
A few years back, I invested quite a bit of NSF funds into a radical new approach to earth-to-orbit transportation, inspired by previous work in Russia on the “AYACKS” or “AJAX” project. In fact, two small grants from my area were, in my view, the first examples of positive success with this technology in the US.
	Frankly, there are still a lot of “unmet opportunities” in this area which no one is fully capturing as yet. But at a certain stage of the work, we learned from Ray Chase of ANSER that our future hopes CRITICALLY DEPEND on changing our focus, and making sure that we resurrect some OLD technology that will be critical to our hopes in the future!!! There are other radical concepts for future space transportation – but in my view they too will depend on whether we can move quickly on the new Near-Term Design concept which emerged as a byproduct of this work… 
	For example, to build “space elevators,” it would first be necessary to obtain and process a whole lot of material in space. (It would be interesting to see whether zero gravity would ease some of the manufacturing problems with new “nano” materials.) This would be a lot easier to pay for if we first had a more advanced conventional access to space.
�



Unexpected Outcome: NearUnexpected Outcome: Near--Term DesignTerm Design 
Has Passed Tough Peer Review, ScrutinyHas Passed Tough Peer Review, Scrutiny

Rocketplane RLV can be built now
for near-term use, essential to 
use/enhancement of endangered 
off-the-shelf legacy technology 
needed for more advanced high- 
efficiency concepts

•Need Big vehicle to minimize $/lb (initial $200/lb REAL)
- 1.2 million pounds, $10-15 billion, not a small business

•Horizontal takeoff essential for aircraft operations (see also 
Mueller 60’s)  and for big-wing lower heat load on re-entry

•Design allows use of formerly black hot structures technology
instead of flaky tiles, ablative structures, hard-to-control slush

•Project chart 4 years, AF mission model enough for profit

•Urgent need for $30-150 million structures project to avoid losing ($30m) or 
to update ($150m) CIA-legacy technology & revive $1m study to NSF/NASA

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This slide summarizes it all – though Ray Chase has a much longer paper in draft, plus some CAD design work, and so on. A rocketplane with horizontal takeoff has several key advantages over vertical takeoff, shown here. In addition, for a given size of vehicle, one can get by with only half the size of engine, because one does not need the huge thrust of a rocket that fights gravity by brute force. The theoretical fuel efficiency is about the same for vertical and horizontal, if one works out the trajectory mechanics, but the economic advantages in terms of capital cost and operations cost are huge for the new horizontal takeoff design.
	We can get to a REAL $200/pound relatively soon – but only if someone figures a way to break out of the logjams of prior political commitments enough to follow through. I hope some of you can help figure that out!
	Conversely – if we do not move soon to use and advance the critical enabling technologies here, we are in real danger of losing them forever. It is a kind of use-it-or-lose-it situation. 
If we don’t get this done, soon, we will lose the option. If we lose the option, the whole idea of human settlement of space could become unworkable. This may sound a bit strong, but consider. The critical “hot structure” technology I am talking about was largely black technology, only recently declassified, developed as a byproduct of inadequate satellite observation capabilities and intense universal fear and patriotism in the midst of the Cold War. Reinventing it would be extremely expensive. Even with oodles of money, we do not have the same kind of motivated workforce now. The technology is off-the-shelf… but a lot of the shelves are getting old and creaky, like the key people themselves, and a few key test articles have already disappeared. It would be great if a consortium led by Paul Allen could cough up the necessary $10-15 billion total cost, and make the necessary deals with the Air Force to contract with Boeing and Lockheed and to supply AF needs… but I hope that this is not our only hope here.
 �



3 PILLARS OF THE MIDDLE WAY3 PILLARS OF THE MIDDLE WAY
INDEPENDENT
SUSTAINABLE

CAR FUELS

TRULY 
INTELLIGENT
POWER GRID

INDEPENDENT
SUSTAINABLE
ELECTRICITY

•Flexible fuel 
(e.g. Stirling)
•Plug-in 
hybrid – step 
to electric
• New type 
fuel cell cars
•Methanol 
production

• Autonomous
• Adaptive
• Cyber Control
• MEMS, GPS

• Cleanest coal 
IGCC/sequest.
• “Solar farms”
• Space solar
• Also Team B?

Near-Term Big Technology Options That “Open the Door”, Get Us Faster to 100% Sustainability

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Because time is limited today, I am only discussing two of the three pillars of what I call the “Middle Way” strategy for a  sustainable global energy system. I am leaving out the intelligent electric power grid, another very important hope for the future. Last summer, in Chengdu, I gave a two-hour tutorial on that subject (including specific crucial component technologies). See my web page for the slides…�
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(1): The Larger Space Strategy:(1): The Larger Space Strategy: 
How Can We Maximize the How Can We Maximize the 

Probability That Human Probability That Human 
Settlements in Space Will Settlements in Space Will 
SOMEDAY Achieve SelfSOMEDAY Achieve Self-- 

Sustaining Growth?Sustaining Growth?
National Space Society 

International Space Development Conference 
2005, Arlington. Thanks to Gary Barnhard.

pwerbos@nsf.gov

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
First I will show just one slide – the next – outlining my views of how we can achieve true sustainability in the human development of space. This slide shows the question I started from in the talk I gave at the last NSS conference, thanks again to Gary Barnhard.

It’s only a question – but in Washington, again and again, I see every day how people get lost when they don’t start from exactly the right question, and stick with it and remember it when they make their detailed plans.�



Proposed Target (Proposed Target (““SustainabilitySustainability””))
Revenue “to space” (“exports”) exceeds imports (from earth 
to space) – i.e. space earns more money than it costs
Exports in space require inputs large and diverse enough to 
drive self-sustaining economic growth. (Economists would 
call this multiplier effects or takeoff or input-output 
capture.)
Human skills and technologies advanced enough to respond 
effectively to the resulting markets in space (NASA+NSF!)
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, much bigger new revenue 
streams, such as the three key synergistic options:
– Space solar power
– Space tourism
– Space manufacturing and materials 

Should all policy work back from the target?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
It is very hard to MEASURE or IMPLEMENT the long-range goal I showed on my the previous slide.
In order to APPROXIMATE that tricky long-range goal, I would propose that our policy decisions in space work back from the more tangible target shown on this slide. You could think of this target as a DEFINITION of what “sustainability” really means here.
   Our goal should be to minimize the wait time (and maximize the probability) until we achieve ALL THREE REQUIREMENTS shown here: (1) exports from space to earth need to be as large as imports from earth to space; (2) production in space must be large and diverse enough that it creates a kind of self-sustaining growth dynamic; (3) we need to have the skills and technologies to grow into meeting the resulting markets to supply human needs and other emerging markets in space itself. 
  In my view, our best near-term chance of reaching the export goal is by space solar power (SSP). The other two possible revenue streams are still worthy of further pursuit, but I won’t discuss them at length here today. Let me note, however, that there is a lot of interest in SSP in developing nations; Patrick Collins of the Japanese space establishment has done trips uncovering enormous interest all over the word in hosting power receiving antennas –  “rectennas” – that would supply electricity to areas that have  a life-or-death need for it. Since I gave this talk at NSS, I have learned about how there are actually strong synergies between SSP and the other possible big sources of revenue; towards the end of my talk, I will describe a larger picture of how to bring all these opportunities together.

It turns out that SSP is both more essential to the world, and more feasible, that I would have thought just a few years ago. A lot of new information has come in since then.�



For any hope to reach the stars, we For any hope to reach the stars, we 
need serious new physics beyond need serious new physics beyond ----

Classical Field Theories

Einstein’s
General
Relativity

QCD, The Quark Theory
Strong Nuclear Forces

Quantum Electrodynamics QED

Quantum Field Theories (QFT)

EWT, Weak+QED
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•QFT is not yet mathematically well-defined, at least 4 versions
•QED has been tested in detail, electrical engineering, quantum optics, new math 
tools essential to large-scale technology – but measurement issues/hopes remain
•No empirical data yet to guide the unification of the three ellipses, speculations…
•QCD is widely assumed but mostly not tested….. E.g. see Makhankov..



QFT: Four Views of QFT: Four Views of SchrodingerSchrodinger’’ss CatCat
1. The claws: the canonical version resting on
creation/annihilation operators (claws), the first version.

Schrodinger
Picture:
Right claws 

Heisenberg
Picture:
Left claws

2. The quivering tail or
Path: the “Feynman 
path Integral” 
(functional integral)
version

3. The back used to roll over –
Wick transforms used to roll over (rotate)
From a Euclidean random lattice to Minkowski space

4. Spinning head or 
all-seeing eye:
Streater & Wightman, 
“PCT, Spin, Statistics 
and All That”

(A cat is not a spider. The
legendary third picture, the 
Interaction Picture, is said 
not to really exist.)



Options/Hopes For The Kinds ofOptions/Hopes For The Kinds of 
Breakthroughs That Could MatterBreakthroughs That Could Matter……

QED: No change in L expected, but quantum measurement remains mysterious and 
may allow more power than now expected in quantum information technology. 
Unmet opportunities to follow up Yanhua Shih and Kim of Korea. Math tools 
already far stronger for technology purposes than in the rest of physics, but there is 
room to improve further; breakthrus in lasers, energy scavenging, etc., seem likely –
but no “warp drive.” New nanochip from Trew and Kim (NCSU) may open door to 
breakthrus in quantum computing (time) and energy. 
Superstring and quantum loop speculate about exotic forces, but no empirical data. 
They still struggle to match “QCD,” assumed to be perfect. Superstrings like 
epicycles, protected by the College of Cardinals? Loops, its-from-bits maybe later.
But: strong nuclear forces are not well known empirically. QCD not fully tested. 
Schwinger proposed alternative theory more compatible with easy grand unification 
and reality. Sawada says decisive empirical test has been done – and favors 
Schwinger! See www.werbos.com/reality.htm for how to formulate the Schwinger
model in a way that allows use of the mathematical tools used in QED (generalized 
to the nuclear case), which also provide mathematical well-definedness, reality & a 
natural path to unification with gravity (“bending space”).  But be careful –
important, necessary, but also very dangerous!! See www.werbos.com/space.htm.
Some details of EWT are also untested, affect larger-scale time directions, and may 
be important on the cosmological scale where small feedback terms may 
accumulate.

http://www.werbos.com/reality.htm
http://www.werbos.com/space.htm
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